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01 CEO’s message
On receiving a copy of the best practice guide, the Secretary
of the Zondo Commission, professor Itumeleng Mosala,
thanked the Institute for its contribution in fighting
state capture and corruption.
Stephen Sadie
CEO, CGISA

2021 is quickly drawing to a close. It has been a challenging year but the

covering a wide range of topics on governance, company secretarial,

Institute has made a major recovery after a difficult 2020. The year kicked

legal, accounting and tax issues. We also improved our inhouse training

off with an important development. In February 2021, the board had a

offering by training a wide range of organisations such as universities,

strategic planning session, which decided on four strategic enablers to

golf estates, SOCs, professional bodies and government departments.

take the Institute forward in 2021 – 2022. I thought it would be useful to

We were proud to use many of our skilled members to provide this

provide our readers with an overview of some of the key milestones we

training.

covered this year.

We conducted an extended webinar on “A window into corporate

1. To expand our professional development programme

governance in SA today” on 19 October 2021. We managed to secure a
line-up of ten top class speakers who covered the hot topics in corporate

2. To develop world class thought leadership

governance. We were privileged to have speakers of the calibre of

3. To deliver enhanced value to members and students
4. To improve the online exam experience and increase the pass rate
The four strategic enablers provide a handy framework on which to

Mervyn King, Themba Maseko, Elsabe Kirsten, Tshediso Matona, Lynelle
Bagwandeen, Dipak Patel, Cathie Lewis, Olga Constantatos, Thobile
Msane and Mark Presbury. This gave our members a bird’s eye view of

illustrate the major milestones this year.

the key governance issues.

1. To expand our professional development programme

What this illustrates is that we are providing substantial professional

Although webinars are not new, we decided to enhance the breadth and

development programmes not only to our members and students but to

depth of our webinar offering. We managed to deliver 80 webinars

the broader public as well.
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01 CEO’s message

(continued)

2. To develop world class thought leadership

the tradition, which we started in 1956. The keynote speaker Stavros

The most penetrating thought leadership piece we published was the

Nicolaou, from Aspen Pharmacare, expounded on providing vaccines as

best practice guide on “The Role of the Company Secretary in State

the most effective strategy to defend both lives and livelihoods. He

Capture and Corruption: Red Flags and Lessons Learned”. We distributed

demonstrated their commitment to providing vaccines to Africa when

the best practice guide widely and our members and students forwarded

Africa was largely ignored by the rest of the world.

it on even further to their colleagues and friends. The guide created quite
a buzz in various places. As you know the Zondo Commission has had a
wide mandate having covered numerous cases for over two years. This
best practice guide only homed in on areas where company secretaries
were mentioned or involved. The guide also included some examples of
corruption outside of the Zondo Commission. To the best of our

3. To deliver enhanced value to members and students
We continued to improve on social media with exposure on LinkedIn and
Facebook. The Institute created a range of banners for use on different
platforms. We advertised webinars and student registration extensively
on social media. We developed a new campaign to attract students.

knowledge, other professional bodies such as chartered accountants,

We also emphasised international recognition of our qualification. We

lawyers, auditors, internal auditors, engineers, bankers, etc have not done

benefited from thought leadership papers developed by the global CGI.

a publication on their roles in state capture and corruption. On receiving

They published on Women in the Boardroom, The Third Team and

a copy of the best practice guide, the Secretary of the Zondo Commission,

Diversity of Thought. We received monthly global CGI newsletters. The

professor Itumeleng Mosala, thanked the Institute for its contribution in
fighting state capture and corruption.

CSIA published a paper on Climate Change and the Corporate Secretary
and produced interesting issues of the Global Governance Voice. Our

Our boardroom magazine continued to provide a mouthpiece and

members and students are able to benefit from being part of global

platform for company secretaries and governance professionals to

organisations.

provide thought leadership on the key governance issues of the day. The

4.	To improve the online exam experience and increase the pass rate

different issues this year focused on Covid-19, climate change, the July
looting, and influencers on the governance landscape. We published
11 technical newsletters and three eZines. Our members also received
weekly information mailers on pertinent governance issues. All in all, our
members and students received a substantial amount of world class
thought leadership.

The Covid-19 pandemic threw our normal exams in physical venues into
disarray. Although the Institute made the change for the October 2020
exams, we needed to improve on our processes with online exams in
2021. We introduced proctoring, which allowed us to see what the
student was doing while writing in exams. We also made extensive use
of Turnitin, an anti-plagiarism software, to determine if plagiarism had

Another aspect of thought leadership is our commitment to integrated

occurred either in board assignments or in the exams. We continued to

reporting. We have just completed another Integrated Reporting Awards

make improvements on the online Moodle system. We sent out three

virtual ceremony on 16 November 2021. We have managed to continue

communiques and two FAQs before both the May and October exam
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01 CEO’s message

(continued)

diets ensuring that all students understood the processes very clearly.

pandemic in 2020. Our priority remains building leaders in corporate

We arranged demo papers a few weeks before the exams so students

governance.

could practise on the online system and we ran a help desk before and
during the exam period.

As usual this issue contains interviews with both members and
students. 2022 is a good time to encourage your colleagues,
employees, and friends to register as students giving them a head start

5. Conclusion
Although there are still a number of initiatives to progress next year, the

in their careers.

Institute has made steady progress in delivering against the strategic

I hope that all of our readers enjoy reading this issue and that you have

enablers. I am happy to report that our financial position has recovered

some well-deserved time with your family and loved ones over the

extremely well off the difficult position that we experienced with the

festive season.

VIRTUAL INTEGRATED REPORTING AWARDS 2021

A quality integrated report has
the power to inform better
investment decisions.

In case you missed the CGISA/JSE Integrated Awards virtual ceremony
PLATINUM
SPONSORS

GOLD
SPONSOR

For more information visit

www.chartgov.co.za
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INTEGRATED REPORTING AWARDS 2021

A quality integrated report has the power to
inform better investment decisions.
2021 Winners
Overall winner: Royal Bafokeng Platinum Ltd
Top 40
Winner: Nedbank Group Ltd
Merit: Vodacom Group Ltd

Regional
Winner: Safaricom PLC
Merit: Stanbic Kenya

NGO/NPO
Winner: Institute of Directors
South Africa
Merit: South African National
Blood Service

Fledgling/AltX
Winner: Sea Harvest Group Ltd
Merit: Sasfin Holdings Ltd

Unlisted
Merit: Fidelity Services Group
(Pty) Ltd

State-owned companies
Winner: Airports Company South
Africa SOC Ltd
Merit: Development Bank of Southern
Africa SOC Ltd

Small Cap
Joint winners: Attacq Ltd
Joint winners: Pan African Resources
PLC
Mid-Cap
Winner: Redefine Properties Ltd
Merit: Kumba Iron Ore Ltd
Public Sector
Merit: Gautrain Management Agency

For more information visit www.chartgov.co.za
PLATINUM
SPONSORS
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e-zine advertising rates
2022
Formerly Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa

Advert Size
Size

Dimensions

1 Advert

2 to 3 Adverts
(Per Advert)

4 Adverts
(Per Advert)

Full Page

185 mm (w) × 185 mm (h)

R7 540

R7 140

R6 840

1/2 Page

185 mm (w) × 89 mm (h)

R4 000

R3 800

R3 600

1/3 Page

185 mm (w) × 57 mm (h)

R2 620

R2 420

R2 220

Banner

185 mm (w) × 35 mm (h)

R1 310

R1 110

R910

All rates include VAT and exclude production charges.
CGISA reserves the right to withhold any advertisement from publication and to cancel any advertisement order that has been accepted. CGISA
reserves the right to edit, revise or to reject – even after acceptance for publication – any advertisement deemed to be untruthful or objectionable
in subject matter or wording, discriminatory, offensive, or unsuitable for any other reason, whether space for the advertisement has been booked in
advance or not.

Deadlines
Deadlines

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Publication deadline

31 March 2022

30 June 2022

30 September 2022

2 December 2022

Booking deadline

10 March 2021

11 June 2022

20 September 2022

11 November 2022

Material deadline

25 March 2022

22 June 2022

22 September 2022

25 November 2022

Circulation of 11 000
For more information email marketing@chartgov.co.za or call +27 11 551 4000
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02 Events and updates
Work anniversary

The CGISA team recently
celebrated Betty Tsotetsi’s

25 years of service
with the Institute

Key Dates for Students Registered for Second Semester Exams
10 December 2021

2022 Registration

opens from 10 January to 31 March 2022.
October Exam Release
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03

From the Technical
Adviser’s Desk

Flexibility in a changing world: Hybrid working, succession and boards

The transition to a hybrid working model is complex
and should not be underestimated.
Katleho Serobe
BA, LLB, Temporary
Technical Adviser, CGISA

The world of work has gone through a large-scale transformation as

organisation culture, collaboration and the ability for companies to

organisations have looked to respond to the disruption of the Covid-19

innovate.1

pandemic. Employee safety was the primary concern in the early phase
of the pandemic and virtual or fully remote working became the dominant
work model for many traditional office workers. However, as organisations
prepare for a post-Covid-19 world, “hybrid working”, “autonomy” and
“flexibility” have emerged as buzzwords pointing to new work models in
this era.
The move to virtual working delivered significant productivity gains in
organisations as well as a rise in employee engagement. However, as the
pandemic has continued to rage on, 20 months later, the productivity

Whilst the advancements in workplace technology are enabling better
ways for teams to connect and collaborate, business leaders in general
remain sceptical about fully virtual working as a sustainable work model.
Instead, executives are considering “hybrid working” models as a
reasonable trade-off between fully virtual working and being fully
office-bound.
This transition to a hybrid working model is complex and should not be
underestimated. It raises many strategic questions not only for executive

gains and discretionary effort from employees seem to have been

teams, but for boards as well. Of particular relevance to board teams is

moderated by virtual fatigue and employee burnout. In addition, boards

the succession discussion and the ability of companies to attract and

and executive teams are increasingly becoming concerned that the

retain the best talent amidst the phenomenon dubbed “The Great

protracted period of virtual working is having an adverse impact on

Resignation”.

1. It’s time to reimagine where and how work will get done https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/covid-19/us-remote-work-survey.html PwC’s US Remote Work Survey January 2021
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03

From the Technical
Adviser’s Desk (continued)

Paul Ballman, Managing Director at executive search firm Russell Reynolds

relative to peers, but also on their promotability. Ballman strongly

Associates cites research indicating that early signs in the UK and the

contends that board teams should avoid returning to this way of thinking

USA are pointing to many people quitting their jobs which is resulting in a

where presenteeism is the automated career path to the top. Rather,

skills shortage.2 Executives who have made personal sacrifices to advance

succession planning should be about practically getting them high

their careers in the past are reassessing priorities and routines and are

potential talent ready for the C-suite. Therefore, board teams have

unlikely to make those same sacrifices into the future. Furthermore, in a

important considerations in how they work with executive teams on

recent Harvard Business Review article, Holger Reisinger and Dane

appropriate hybrid work models and practices to ensure that they have

Fetterer argue that employees want the “ability to be the primary decision-

good quality and quantity of talent within their succession plans, to

maker of where and when they do their work.”3 They hit on a key insight

reflect this new context of hybrid work.

that the future of work should be based on flexibility by way of autonomy,
rather than implementing granular policies on where and when to work,
otherwise they will be “flat out rejected by the majority of workers.” They
state that “the flexibility they want is conditional upon their ability to
exercise it in a way that best fits them”.

This global move towards hybrid working has highlighted the need for
new ways of learning and development. One of the notable ways to
improve the employee or staff experience is by offering continuous
training or education opportunities. Companies need to focus more and
more on equipping employees with the tools to be able to work

Within the hybrid work and succession planning context, Ballman

autonomously from anywhere as well as provide support in this regard.

supports the view that we should have greater open-mindedness about

A more diverse set of skills is now needed for employees, those in

making work patterns flexible and dynamic so that they are acceptable

positions of leadership as well as boards, in order to achieve the required

for most senior roles as they are for everyone else. This requires boards

productivity and retain the necessary talent needed for a successful

to shift their thinking and criteria about who would be considered

business. This means that a continuous investment needs to be made

promotable and to be included in succession plans. Critical questions

into developing the skills and competencies of employees.

are raised such as: are leaders equipped to lead in a hybrid world? What
skills and attributes have become important for both leaders and
employees to have? What will happen to productivity, innovation and
collaboration in the new hybrid world?

Over the past year CGISA has provided opportunities for training and
development on virtual platforms in order to stay ahead of the curve.
These include our weekly information mailers, webinars, in-house
training workshops and our courses for members to continue to be kept

Traditionally, talented executives who have opted for more flexible

abreast of new developments and trends and to be continuously

working arrangements have not only seen a negative impact on their pay

upskilled and supported.

2. The Great Resignation: Senior leaders and the career choice trade off Paul Ballman, Russell Reynolds Associates https://www.russellreynolds.com/en/insights/articles/great-resignation-seniorleaders-career-choice-trade-off November 2021
3. Forget Flexibility. Your Employees Want Autonomy Holger Reisinger and Dane Fetterer, Harvard Business Review https://hbr.org/2021/10/forget-flexibility-your-employees-want-autonomy October 2021
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04 Meet our members
In today’s business environment it is essential to
have a dedicated governance professional to
manage and mitigate risk and fraud.
Byron Corcoran (FCG),
Group CEO, Elite Group

Pathway to studying CGISA

Career and work

Having joined Stannic, the then asset-based finance arm of Standard

As the Group CEO of Leopard Transport (Elite Group), I am involved in all

Bank, as a sales rep, I soon realised that I needed to get an education

facets of the business from finance, compliance, pricing, costing, sales,

to be considered for management. Looking back, the CGISA

legal and operations. No day is ever the same as the previous day.

qualification turned out to be a good choice as 17 years later I left the
company as Director of the Fleet Services subsidiary. This led me to
position of MD of McCarthy Fleet Services and later Group CEO of the
Elite Group.

View on the role of the chartered secretary and governance
professional in today’s workplace
In today’s business environment it is essential to have a dedicated
governance professional to manage and mitigate risk and fraud.

CGISA qualification
I was working at Stannic in asset-based finance at the time and the
CGISA gave me a broad exposure to all the main facets of business from
marketing, accounting, finance management, compliance and legal. It

Inspirational anecdotes
You will never regret the investment in either time or money doing the
CGISA qualification.

was also a solid foundation for an MBA that I completed after the CGISA.

Leisure time

I would definitely recommend the CGISA qualification.

Adventure motorcycling exploring this beautiful country dirt roads.
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04 Meet our members

(continued)

There is never a dull moment in the daily life of a company
secretary; there is no space for routine and the dawn of
each day comes with different demands.
Bongiwe Dlamini (ACG),
Company Secretary, African
Alliance Group - Eswatini

Pathway to studying CGISA

Linklaters, doing comprehensive legal opinions in various spheres of

I am a holder of a Bachelor of Laws (LLB) Degree from the University of

law and handled over 95% of Mergers and Acquisition notifications to

Eswatini. I did my articles in Eswatini with Mabila Attorneys, considered

the Competition Commission on their behalf.

as one of the best in Eswatini at the time. In 2007 I was admitted as an
Attorney of the High Court in Eswatini and continued to practice for a
further year, doing criminal and civil litigation and that is where my
passion for commercial law developed.
In 2009, I enrolled for a Master’s Degree, majoring in Corporate Law
with University of Pretoria on a full-time basis and completed in 2010.
I returned to Eswatini and worked briefly for Eswatini Competition
Commission and was then offered an opportunity to go back to
practice and worked for a leading corporate law firm in Eswatini,
Cloete Henwood Attorneys. I specialised in commercial and

In 2016, after much deliberation, I finally decided to leave practice and
took on a role as a compliance officer and company secretary for an
insurance broking and employee benefits company. After a year with
them, I landed an opportunity with the African Alliance (AA) Group as an
Assistant Company Secretary and have been with the AA Group from
August 2017 to date.
CGISA qualification
Obtaining the qualification as a chartered secretary has definitely
enhanced my skills and this has complemented so well with the

competition law and together with the Senior Partner, EJ Henwood

exposure, the growth, the work culture and valuable experience afforded

built a formidable reputation for the firm and earned recognition as a

by my current position. I can confidently take on any position in a similar

leading corporate law firm in Eswatini, rated number one by Lexmark

role in any part of the world successfully. This course has helped me to

Africa year after year. We serviced top tier South African law firms like

gain more insight especially in understating the financial aspect of

Bowmans, ENSafrica, Webber Wentzel, CliffeDekkerHofmeyer and

business. Lawyers and numbers have been known not to gel very well,
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04 Meet our members

(continued)

but if you have a legal background and possess this qualification then

I enjoy the challenge it brings on a day to day basis, which constantly

you’re a cut above the rest. I also particularly gained a lot from the

stretches and expands my knowledge and opens limitless opportunities

compliance and risk management aspect of this course. I now approach

for exposure and growth. There is never a dull moment in the daily life of

risk from the perspective of a business person as opposed to the

a company secretary. There is no space for routine and the dawn of each

theoretical analysis as a lawyer.

day comes with different demands and so I am always kept on my toes

If you have a passion for corporate law and aspire to be a qualified world
class company secretary, this is definitely a step in the right direction for
you. The continuous development and support offered by the Institute
through webinars and articles on current developments ensures that you
stay relevant and continue to evolve and grow in your career-path.

and ready to roll up my sleeves and deliver to the best of my abilities.
Over the years, AA Group has taught me to see every challenge from the
perspective of an opportunity to test my skills, be creative, provide a
solution and if it is something that has never been done before, to dare
and be the first person to do it.
View on the role of the chartered secretary and governance

Career and work
I started as an assistant company secretary and now I am a company
secretary. My job, in a nutshell, entails all corporate governance
functions for a portfolio of AA Group Companies in Eswatini, which
includes three listed entities on the Eswatini Stock Exchange and over
20 private and subsidiary companies.

professional in today’s workplace
Clichéd as it sounds, the role has evolved over the years and continues
to cement itself as a key position for any successfully run corporate
entity. It is a very demanding position that’s not only about suits and
white shirts in the boardroom. You must be equally skilled and competent
to succeed in this position and brace yourself for hard work. It is however

The involvement of the role of a company secretary in the corporate

equally fulfilling. I look at the number of investments that started off as

space today has taken a dynamic shift that comes not only with the

an idea or discussion in the boardroom, which today have come to

recognition of the importance of this function in the governance

fruition and stand as thriving businesses that are contributing to the

structure of a company, but to it has been added statutory duties and

growth of the economy of Eswatini and providing employment in our

legal responsibilities in terms of the Companies Act and the King Codes.

country. That gives me the utmost fulfilment.
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04 Meet our members

(continued)

Inspirational anecdotes

Leisure time

Never limit yourself, keep learning, keep growing, pray and believe. You

Spending time with my family, which is what I do mostly, reading,

have the capacity to be everything that you’ve always wanted and you

travelling and then my most recently discovered love for the kitchen -

can achieve all that you have envisioned for yourself. It’s possible. To the

either trying out a new cooking or baking recipe for my family to enjoy.

students, it’s never an easy journey, trying to balance family, work and

And of course, shopping! I work hard after all.

books but it’s worth the pain. To members, especially the females, the
boardroom table is big enough for all of us and there’s still plenty of
room at the top.
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04 Meet our members

(continued)

Being a governance professional/company
secretary is a specialised role.
Carmen Wilkinson (FCG),
Head of Governance &
Secretarial, Real People
Investment Holdings Ltd

Pathway to studying CGISA

Being a governance professional / company secretary is a specialised

Due to emigrating parents, I actually completed high school in the USA.

role. a public company legally has to have a company secretary. So even

After high school my family moved back to South Africa, and I couldn’t

in tough times, like Covid-19, it is the one role that can’t be made

decide whether to do law or become a pilot, so I was fortunate enough

redundant. That being said, you have to know what you’re doing. The

to do both. I had to decide between the two when I was offered articles

CGISA qualification is hard, but it is affordable and definitely worth it.

at a law firm and ended up going with law. I haven’t flown since, but if

It’s an investment in your future, because I can assure you, unless you

I’m ever on a flight where someone shouts “Does anyone know how to fly

have at least eight years of experience, a listed company would not hire

a plane?”, I might be able to help.

someone without a CGISA qualification.

I am an admitted attorney, and eventually found law to be monotonous,

Career and work

which is why I looked into becoming a company secretary. It was an
opportunity to still utilise my law degree but do something a bit more
exciting.

I am currently the Head of Governance and Secretarial, and I handle the
corporate law and corporate finance transaction at group level. I am
responsible, as my title suggests, for all the governance and secretarial

CGISA qualification

matters for the holding company, its subsidiary and affiliated companies.

I was looking for something to compliment my law degree, and this was the

I work closely with the board of directors, in respect of governance

perfect solution. Most “retired” lawyers look for commercial companies to

matters, with the CEO on legal, corporate finance transaction matters,

work in as legal advisors. I found this job to be even more monotonous than

extensive debt restructures and I project manage once-off side projects.

being a lawyer. I needed something that mentally stimulated me and

I furthermore work closely with the senior management team to ensure

something exciting, and the CGISA qualification was it.

all reporting requirements are met. Since the company I work for has
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04 Meet our members

(continued)

debt listed on the Nasdaq First North Market, I ensure compliance with

View on the role of the chartered secretary and governance

the Nasdaq First North Market Rules and the EA Market Abuse Rules.

professional in today’s workplace

It is without doubt a high stress environment to work in. You have to
know how to work under pressure and have enough confidence to work
with very senior and highly intelligent people. When you do your job
right, everything runs smoothly, and very few people actually understand
all the work it takes to get there. However, when something goes wrong,
no matter how small it is, chances are it will happen in front of the

It is very much a “James Bond” role. Very few people in the
organisation, and even in your social groups, truly understand or
know what it is that you do for a living. No one sees the behind the
scene reshuffling of priorities and urgent phone calls to get
resolutions passed so that the company can keep running and doing
business without a hitch.
Inspirational anecdotes

highest level of management.
It is definitely an exciting position to be in as a company secretary/
governance professional. I am never bored and there’s always something

The theory is that you can’t grow if you’re the smartest person in a room.
This career is a never-ending opportunity for growth.

new that challenges me and opportunities to grow. It is the only position

Leisure time

in a company, where you get to observe how a company is run straight

I love traveling and reading. I’ve had to do more reading than traveling

from the top all the way to the bottom, without bearing the responsibility

the past two years, but luckily a book can take you to a whole new world

of actually running the company.

from the comfort of your couch.

Trusted Technology.
Unparalleled Experience.
For the meetings that matter, choose Lumi.
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DO YOU HAVE THE COMMUNICATION SKILLS

to become a company secretary or governance professional?

AVERAGE

GOOD

VERY GOOD

EXCELLENT

Whether you think you have the qualities or you’re not sure,
isn’t important. What is important to us at the CGISA, is that
you can visualise yourself as the person who can talk to
a wide variety of people, and always be open to listening
to what others have to say. If you see yourself there, we
have a range of courses that will get you there.

Visit www.chartgov.co.za to get started
Tel: +27 11 551 4000 | Email: students@chartgov.co.za
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05 Students in the spotlight
I chose the CGISA qualification to enhance my
professional arsenal. It is an internationally recognised,
professional qualification that will put me in good stead
to become a key strategic partner in any company.
Jade Adair, Group
Commercial Associate, BC
Funding Solutions (Pty) Ltd

Pathway to studying CGISA

The knowledge that I have garnered from the course thus far has been

I am an admitted advocate of the High Court of South Africa with

invaluable. In the new world of the triple bottom line and integrated

10 years of legal work experience. I obtained a BA LLB from the

reporting, mediocre governance will simply not cut it. Investors and

University of Johannesburg and I’ve subsequently completed multiple
post grad and short courses including but not limited to courses in
Engineering and Construction Contracts, the Protection of Personal
Information Act and Law and 4IR with a final research paper focusing

stakeholders alike expect superb governance.
Career and work
I manage the commercial legal department for two SME groups – the

on the criminal and civil liability of an Artificial Intelligence for an act

Bright Light Solar Venture Capital Company Group and the Sectional

committed independent of human intervention or control (a South

Title Solutions Group. I am very proud to have worked with these Groups

African perspective).

from their inception and to be a part of their growth from strength to

I currently hold a position as an in-house legal professional and Group
Commercial Associate. I am in the process of completing the CGISA

strength. When I started with them about six years ago, the Groups
collectively employed about five people and now they employ over

Board Exams.

60 people.

CGISA qualification

I specialise in bespoke contract drafting, negotiation and management.

I chose the CGISA qualification to enhance my professional arsenal. It is

I specialise in drafting contracts and associated documents for complex

an internationally recognised, professional qualification that will put me

transactions across the renewable energy, community scheme, finance,

in good stead to become a key strategic partner in any company.

smart-tech, and outdoor advertising spaces.
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05

Students in the
spotlight (continued)

I also assist with managing various compliance functions and providing

Inspirational anecdotes

support to the current company secretary in Bright Light Solar.

Studying while working in a very high-pressure job is not easy. My

I love the diversity of the work. The work is in itself, quite challenging.
Drafting a bespoke contract for a complex transaction is akin to a game
of chess – you need to think of every eventuality and every risk and cater

piece of advice for fellow CGISA board level students with full time
and highly pressurised careers is to accept and expect the challenge
and remember your “why” for taking on this commitment in the

for that.

first place.

View on the role of the chartered secretary and governance

Leisure time

professional in today’s workplace

I am a self-proclaimed foodie and enjoy trying new restaurants and

Simply, a chartered secretary or governance professional is a non-

cooking. If I’m not eating delicious food, then you will find me at a spa,

negotiable, invaluable asset for any company.

the gym, at a pilates class, hiking or running.

Mentor Donations – PBO NO 930010692
The Mentor Trust has been offering bursaries to our students for the past 30 years. Marshall Murton, Past CGISA International President and Past
ICSA (now CGI global) President, is actively involved with the Trust since its formation 30 years ago. The Trust relies on the benevolence of
companies and members to assist those disadvantaged students that would like to study for our qualification but simply cannot afford to do so.
It is our belief that by giving financial assistance in the form of a bursary, we are adding a vital ingredient to a candidate’s academic success.
SARS has granted us tax exemption status enabling us to receive donations and we are able to issue certificates in this regard. For enquiries email
jennifer@chartgov.co.za
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Students in the
spotlight (continued)

My view is that the chartered secretary role is very
under rated, many people don’t have a clear
understanding of exactly what the role entails.
Ashleigh Smit, Company
Secretarial, Mazars

Pathway to studying CGISA

satisfaction of assisting in the creation of new business opportunities in

I chose the CGISA qualification because after hours of research I

my small town. Challenges I face in my day to day schedule would be

discovered that CGISA would be the best fit for me and my career.

time management as I always want to help everyone as quickly as I can.

CGISA qualification

View on the role of the chartered secretary and governance

I would recommend this qualification to others because the support

professional in today’s workplace

team is fantastic, the feedback and information sent out is always

My view is that the chartered secretary role is very under rated, many

helpful. There is very little stress when it comes to preparing for online

people don’t have a clear understanding of exactly what the role entails

exams as the process is very easy and user friendly.

and just how important of a role it plays in the workplace.

Career and work

Inspirational anecdotes

My job at Mazars in the secretarial department entails many aspects of
corporate governance and commercial law, as well as duties such as

Anything is possible if you put your mind to it. If you want something bad
enough, nothing and no one will stand in your way.

drafting of wills, formation and company/CC changes on CIPC,

Leisure time

formation of trusts as well as changes made to trusts along with various

I am a widow with two small children aged three and six, in my free time

PA responsibilities towards my two bosses who are Auditors. I enjoy

I enjoy spending quality time with them. I choose to enjoy life to the

everything about my job, I love the thrill of problem solving and also the

fullest because at the end of the day life is short.
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CGISA Technical
support package
 Technical Newsletter – 11 editions (electronic)

 Discounts on conferences, webinars and CPD seminars

 Boardroom – the Institute’s quarterly journal

 Information mailers sent out weekly

 eZine – the Institute’s quarterly eMagazine

 Best practice guides

 Access by e-mail to the Institute’s Technical Adviser

Roxanne is an admitted attorney and holds an LL.M (Corporate Law) (Pretoria), an LL.B (Stellenbosch), a BA (Honours) (Stellenbosch) and a BA
(Pretoria). She is the recipient of several awards and accolades for academic achievement from both the University of Pretoria and Stellenbosch
University.

Roxanne Bain
Technical Adviser
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Roxanne trained and practised at top tier law firms, including Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr Inc and White & Case, where she specialised in mergers and
acquisitions and general corporate law. While in practice, she worked on a number of complex, high-profile corporate transactions and advised
companies on compliance with the Companies Act, No 71 of 2008.
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